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While earlier Jewish immigrants from Germany tended to be politically conservative, the wave of Eastern European
Jews, starting in the early s, were generally more liberal or left-wing, and became the political majority.

Jewish state and Jewish homeland The Israeli Declaration of Independence identifies Israel as a " Jewish State
," [3] In the sense that Jews as ethnicity [4] can exercise their right for self determination. However, the
declaration states the intention to: It will guarantee freedom of religion, conscience, language, education, and
culture; it will safeguard the Holy Places of all religions; and it will be faithful to the principles of the Charter
of the United Nations". During the Knesset elections , religious ideas were brought up that were aimed at
canceling the democratic character of Israel, and replacing it with a theocratic Halachic state , and thus in the
eleventh Knesset session, the amendment to the Basic Law: A candidates list shall not participate in elections
to the Knesset, if the goals or actions of the list, expressly or by implication, include one of the following: The
Knesset [6] Later usage Since then the definition of "a Jewish and democratic state" was used in additional
Basic Laws of Israel: Human Dignity and Liberty and Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation , that were
legislated in , and amended in These laws specifically states that: The purpose of this Basic Law is to protect
human dignity and liberty, in order to establish in a Basic Law the values of the State of Israel as a Jewish and
democratic state. Human Dignity and Liberty [7] "2. The purpose of this Basic Law if to protect freedom of
occupation, in order to establish in a Basic Law the values of the State of Israel as a Jewish and democratic
state. The State of Israel is a Jewish state in the following two senses: Other aspects are Hebrew being the
main official language of the State and the inextricable link to Jewish culture in public life. On the other hand,
the characterization of the State as Jewish is not intended to bestow extra privileges on its Jewish citizens and
does not obligate the imposition of religious requirements by state law. The State of Israel is democratic in the
following sense: In the main, the character of the State as a democratic country is manifested by two basic
principles: Arrangements regarding free and equal elections, the recognition of the core human rights,
including dignity and equality, separation of powers, the rule of law, and an independent judiciary, are all
drawn from these principles. Already in , the question whether Israeli Government i. Freedom of Occupation
arose. Initially, the Israeli High Court of Justice ruled that the government is not permitted to limit such import
of non-Kosher meat. However, after the Knesset passed some amendments to the basic laws, the limit was
included. According to a Israel Democracy Institute poll, three-quarters of Israeli Jews "believe that the State
of Israel can be both Jewish and democratic", whereas two-thirds of Israeli Arabs do not believe that such a
combination is possible. The Knesset", in order to enforce the limit not only upon a party of candidates list but
also upon each individual, separately: A candidates list shall not participate in elections to the Knesset, and a
person shall not be a candidate for election to the Knesset, if the goals or actions of the list or the actions of the
person, expressly or by implication, include one of the following: The petition to disqualify right-wing activist
Baruch Marzel was rejected. As a result of this rejection, petitions were submitted to the High Court of Justice
against all three rulings of the Central Elections Committee. Therefore, the clause within the Basic Law: The
Knesset, was now a subject to a thorough judicial examination by the High Court of Justice, [12] and
eventually the High Court of Justice had turned around the former two ruling by Central Elections Committee,
and approved the latter, hence, all three candidates were permitted to participate in the elections. Regarding
the meaning of the definition of "Jewish and democratic state" in this section of the law, then President of the
Supreme Court of Israel, Aharon Barak , wrote that a narrow interpretation should be given to it, since it limits
a basic right, in contrast to the broader interpretation that should be given to laws concerning Human rights.
These characteristics come from the aspects of both Zionism and heritage. At their center stands the right of
every Jew to immigrate to the State of Israel, where the Jews will constitute a majority; Hebrew is the official
and principal language of the State and most of its fests and symbols reflect the national revival of the Jewish
People; The heritage of the Jewish People is a central component of its religious and cultural legacy".
Eventually, he left that question open for future judicial debate, stating that "it requires more review".
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More than 75 percent of Jews voted for Democrats on an Election Day that was also good to Jewish congressional
candidates. A poll conducted by GBA Strategies, a Democrat-aligned pollster, and.

Print 1, shares All eyes are on key constituencies in critical states such as Florida, Pennsylvania, and New
Jersey where the Jewish community plays an outsized role. Many of the races that will determine which party
controls Congress will be decided by an extremely small percentage of the vote. In light of this political
reality, all eyes are on key constituencies in critical states such as Florida, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey
where the Jewish community plays an outsized role. This is because Jewish voters show up to the polls and
have historically identified with Democrats by more than 20 points than the American electorate as a whole.
The silence of Republicans has been deafening in the face of rising anti-Semitism, and they have done nothing
to stop neo-Nazis, Holocaust deniers, and white supremacists from running for office as Republicans. At the
same time, there are Democratic candidates running for Congress this cycle, substantially all of whom share
our support for a strong US-Israel relationship. The notion that a small number of obscure and outlying views
on Israel may influence mainstream Democratic positions in Congress or Jewish votes in the midterms is
simply false. Support for the US-Israel relationship remains incredibly strong among Democrats, and Israel
remains a priority for Jewish voters. Moreover, party identification with Democrats is over 20 points higher in
the Jewish community than among the American electorate generally. An overwhelming number of Jewish
voters said Trump is on the wrong side of almost every issue: Importantly, these are the very issues
compelling Jews to vote for Democrats in the midterms. Moreover, Republicans in Congress have been
complicit in enacting policies that have callously shut our borders to those in need, torn children from their
parents, and sought to deny access to affordable healthcare. Republicans will face the consequences of their
silence and complicity in November. The Mellman poll found that Jewish voters prioritize domestic policy
issues when determining which candidates to support in November, but are also not compromising on Israel.
Most Jewish voters also disapprove of the way Trump has handled key issues affecting Israel such as
withdrawal from the Iran nuclear agreement, moving the U. Embassy to Jerusalem, and managing U. There
has been no diminution of support for the US-Israel relationship among Democrats. We are deeply concerned,
however, about ongoing Republican attempts to use Israel as a political wedge issue for their perceived
political gain. This poll proves this is a failing proposition and that Jewish voters will reject Republicans and
the GOP agenda overwhelmingly in the midterms. This is not just about partisanship. The Jewish community
is a values-driven constituency, this is a values-driven election, and Republicans and President Trump are on
the wrong side of history because they have betrayed our values.
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When the Jews began immigrating to America by the millions between and , they were escaping the pogroms
(anti-Jewish riots that included arsons, rapes, and murders) in Russia and Poland.

Probably taken during May 1, labor parade in New York City. With the influx of Jews from Central and
Eastern Europe many members of the Jewish community were attracted to labor and socialist movements and
numerous Jewish newspapers such as Forwerts and Morgen Freiheit had a socialist or communist orientation.
Truman in , [3] despite both party platforms supporting the creation of a Jewish state in the latter two
elections. There are 26 Jews among the U. Prior to , there were virtually no rabbinical sermons on slavery. The
silence on this issue was probably a result of fear that the controversy would create conflict within the Jewish
community. Jews were pivotal in ending slavery. Some Jews owned slaves or traded them, and the livelihoods
of many in the Jewish community of both the North and South were tied to the slave system. Most southern
Jews supported slavery, and some, like Judah P. Benjamin , advocated its expansion. The abolitionist Ben
Wade, who knew Benjamin in the U. Senate, described him as "an Israelite with Egyptian principles".
Northern Jews sympathized with the South, and very few were abolitionists, seeking peace and remaining
silent on the subject of slavery. However, eventually, they began to lean politically toward "Father Abraham",
his Republican party, and emancipation. Seymour Siegel suggests that the historic struggle against prejudice
faced by Jews led to a natural sympathy for any people confronting discrimination. Joachim Prinz, president of
the American Jewish Congress , stated the following when he spoke from the podium at the Lincoln Memorial
during the famous March on Washington on August 28, From our Jewish historic experience of three and a
half thousand years, we say: Our ancient history began with slavery and the yearning for freedom. During the
Middle Ages, my people lived for a thousand years in the ghettos of Europe It is for these reasons that it is not
merely sympathy and compassion for the black people of America that motivates us. It is, above all and
beyond all such sympathies and emotions, a sense of complete identification and solidarity born of our own
painful historic experience. This period is also synchronous with the development of political Zionism , as
well as the Balfour Declaration , which gave Zionism its first official recognition. During the s, large-scale
boycotts of German merchandise were organized; this period was synchronous with the rise of Fascism in
Europe. Support for political Zionism in this period, although growing in influence, remained a distinctly
minority opinion. The founding of Israel in made the Middle East a center of attention; the immediate
recognition of Israel by the American government was an indication of both its intrinsic support and the
influence of political Zionism. This attention initially was based on a natural and religious affinity toward, and
support for, Israel and world Jewry. The attention is also because of the ensuing and unresolved conflicts
regarding the founding Israel and Zionism itself. A lively internal debate commenced, following the Six-Day
War. The American Jewish community was divided over whether or not they agreed with the Israeli response;
the great majority came to accept the war as necessary. A tension existed especially for leftist Jews, between
their liberal ideology and rightist Zionist backing in the midst of this conflict. This deliberation about the
Six-Day War showed the depth and complexity of Jewish responses to the varied events of the s. Because of
the emotional connection many Jews have for Israel, the issue has generated strong passions among both
left-wing and right-wing Jews. There is a significant Jewish presence in the disparate political movement
known as the " liberal hawks " or the pro-war Left , which, while strongly committed to liberal or leftist social
domestic policy, also supports a liberal interventionist , hawkish or right-wing pro-Israel foreign policy for the
United States. Examples include Joe Lieberman , Christopher Hitchens , many of the contributors to Dissent
magazine , and many of the signatories of the Euston Manifesto. At the same time, there is a significant Jewish
presence in the pro-Palestinian movement seeking a two-state solution , including Norman Finkelstein , Noam
Chomsky , Judith Butler , and key UK advocates of an academic boycott of Israel like Stephen and Hilary
Rose. These groups have reportedly increased in size and influence over the years. The term itself has been
subject to debate and criticism over the years, concerning its clarity and exact definition. Eric Uslaner of the
University of Maryland disagrees, at least with regard to the election: The greater opposition to the war is not
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simply a result of high Democratic identification among U. Jews, as Jews of all political persuasions are more
likely to oppose the war than non-Jews who share the same political leanings. The widespread Jewish
opposition to the war in Iraq is also not simply a matter of the majority of Americans now also opposing the
war because the majority of Jews already opposed the war in and when most Americans did not. Reform ,
Reconstructionist , Jews are far more supportive on issues like gay marriage than Orthodox Jews are. No other
ethnic or religious group voted as strongly against it.
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Now I will address the love of the Democrats the Jews still have, despite the Democrats increasingly becoming openly
anti-Semitic. LAYING THE LEFT'S FOUNDATION When Jews (and others) immigrated en masse from Europe,
American Leftist educators were ready.

Given that choice, then, rather than side with people of faith â€” which they see as a different and potentially
antagonistic belief system â€” they feel safer in the party that is devoid of any values or convictions. They
might even commit atrocities in their name. Only those who believe in nothing have nothing to kill or fight
for. The Modern Liberal is, of course, wrong. In fact, he is as wrong as wrong can be. First, he is wrong to
believe that a nation without values will keep the Jews safe. Further, as anyone who knows my work knows:
Indiscriminateness of thought does not lead to indiscriminateness of policy. Instead it leads invariably and
inevitably to siding with evil over good and wrong over right. This is why the Jews are not only typically the
first target of the Liberal but the people he has the most hatred for. Witness the singling out of Israel for
divestment and boycott and the blood libels offered by the likes of Jimmy Carter and John Kerry. Secondly, he
is wrong about Christians being antagonistic to Judaism. Yes, in the past â€” in the Old World â€” Christians
saw Jews as an a different religion, one that, if adopted by their children would see them denied eternal life.
But American Christianity is different. From the start â€” in starting this nation and from the moment the
settlers arrived â€” American Christians saw the Jews differently. They saw Judaism not as another religion
but as the antecedent and a necessary and true part of their own heritage and beliefs. American Christians â€”
unlike any other Christians in the past and elsewhere today â€” see Judaism as part of their own religion and
whole-heartedly embrace the Jews, the Jewish people and Israel. Are there Christian anti-Semites? But
anti-Semitism from the Right in America is episodic. Jew-hatred from the Left, on the other hand, is official
and endemic â€” in the universities, in the media which spins stories about the Middle East to make the Jews
look bad and culpable in the attacks upon them and in the Democratic Party of Jimmy Carter and Barack
Obama. Judeo-Christian, and in the overwhelming support for Israel found in the Republican Party and its
supporters. For the Jews, prosperity and safety are not found in siding with those who reject all values but in
those who have the better values. Nor is it surprising that the Europe the Democrats seek to emulate was not
only the home of Nazism and Communism but today is seeing a resurgence of Jew-hatred.
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American Jews overwhelmingly tend to vote Democrat for one simple reason: they see the choice as being between 1)
the Democrats and their belief in nothing versus 2) the Republicans and their beliefs based on their Christian faith and
heritage.

Given that the Jewish community in the United States constitutes less than two percent of the general
population, the fact that nearly two dozen American Jews serve in the House and Senate is a legitimate source
of pride, regardless of party. In recent years, however, things have changed. The current election cycle makes
this point very clearly. Half are incumbents, and half are challengers. Three-quarters of Israeli Jews agreed
with him. Nearly half of the Jewish Democratic incumbents 7 of 18 have received contributions from J Street,
the anti-Israel Jewish political group founded with help from George Soros. J Street was a central actor in the
campaign to block a Senate veto of the Iran deal. Ten have received money from other far-left PACs or were
endorsed by Obama. His uncle, Herb Kohl, served as a Senator from Wisconsin for four terms and was
staunchly supportive of Israel. His only recorded private sector experience was a stint as assistant general
manager of the Milwaukee Bucks basketball team, which his family owned. According to campaign financing
site opensecrets. Kohl oversaw J Street PAC and turned it into a national fundraising organization that came
under scrutiny almost as soon as it was established. Some J Street officials have been registered foreign agents
for Arab countries. Grothman, in contrast, is an enthusiastic and consistent supporter of Israel. Embassy in
Israel to Jerusalem. J Street opposed the move. Kohl seeks to distinguish himself from Grothman by accusing
Grothman of eschewing bipartisanship. Also running for the House of Representatives in the current cycle are
15 Jewish Republicans. Two are incumbents, the rest are challengers. Trump won the district in by 4 points.
Both women are in their late 30s. Stevens served in the Obama administration as the chief of staff of the auto
rescue task force. Only 6 percent said that they would vote for him due to his Israel policies despite
disagreements with him on other issues. That is, only 6 percent of liberal American Jews believe that support
for Israel is a primary voting issue. The numbers indicate that liberal American Jews place a far higher priority
on their partisan identity than on their Jewish identity. As a consequence, liberal American Jews can be
expected to be the most outspoken critics of the slowly growing minority of Republican Jews.
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In a recent interview, Rep. Steve King of Iowa said. I don't understand how Jews in America can be Democrats first and
Jewish second and support Israel along the line of just following their.

Now I will address the love of the Democrats the Jews still have, despite the Democrats increasingly
becoming openly anti-Semitic. This second wave [of Jewish immigrants - and immigrants in general] turned
rigidly Democratic under the rough tutelage of the urban political machine and the gentler tutelage of an
educational system meant to turn Jewish, Irish and Italian immigrants into proper Americans-- and to the
people running the melting pot machine, Americanism meant Liberalism. These indoctrinators, not educators,
had multiple generations in their clutches; whole households were taught to be loyal Democrats. Because of
that operant conditioning laid down by Democrat propagandists, American Jews still worship FDR; remember
that he tried to disperse Jews fleeing Hitler to keep them out of the US bolding added: He was also an
anti-Semite who, like his fellow Progressives , admired Fascism. And was, arguably, a Fascist-light himself:
And a short video by the author of the above: Jew hatred is a normal part of black culture. Local black
politicians , newscasters , professors , and regular people routinely express the crudest sort of anti-Semitism
â€” that the Rothschilds caused a snowstorm in D. Obama did his work well. He is dedicating his very large
fortune to training a million more like-minded community organizers. Do you think I would waste my time if I
did not think it was important for you to know Satan? My job is to pull the cover off of Satan so that he will
never deceive you and the people of the world again. And not just that Nor should you forget that he used
American taxpayer money to attempt to unseat Netanyahu; Obama admin. The Jew-hatred hate is no lesser at
the lily-white end of the spectrum. Instead he had called for denying arms to Israel before the Yom Kippur
War. The Democrats have, absolutely, mainstreamed anti-Semitism: Scott has written about her here a number
of times. She apparently entered into a bigamous marriage with her brother in order to facilitate immigration
fraud, but the facts are murky and she refuses to clarify them. Keith Ellison is resigning from the House to run
for Attorney General of Minnesota, so the rush is on to succeed him. The DFL party will have a special
nominating convention in just a few days, but at the moment, the front-runner is none other than Ms. Omar,
who has been endorsed by Governor Mark Dayton. Lopez-Pierre has regularly used slurs against Jewish and
black New Yorkers in public forums and while running for office himself. Grasp that this woman â€” and all
of them â€” are being feted by the Left; Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez represents the future of the Democratic
party ; and a lot more about her here. Unfortunately, there is a greater threat. It is relatively unremarkable at
the moment, but it keeps on inching and worming forward, and once there, it would wreak catastrophic
consequences on the Jewish State. This looming jeopardy could potentially become the greatest existential
threat Israel has ever faced. Consequently, American Jews are abandoning Israel en masse. The present
anti-Trump sentiment may help the Democrats capture a Congressional seats if not a majority in the next
November elections. Trump may even become a single-term president at the conclusion of the elections; he
may be replaced by a Bernie Sanders-type and an administration hostile to Israel. Since President Donald
Trump entered the White House, hardly a day has gone by without Israel receiving a warning from a
Democratic politician or a liberal American Jewish leader that it had better curb its enthusiasm and be reticent
in its support for Trump and his policies. The partisan split is clear. A Pew survey of American support for
Israel in January noted a great and growing gap in partisan support for the Jewish state. Only 27 percent of
Democrats do. The latest warning came this week. Ambassador Dennis Ross, the former U. Link to Part II
here. The Left must be fought and destroyed, or America dies.
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Jewish Americans give the Democratic Party a strong advantage over the Republican Party, believing the Democrats do
a better job of protecting individual rights by a point margin. After the upheavals of the s, moreover, the parties polarized
in a number of arÂeas on which Jews and non-Jews exhibit important political differences.

The progressive-left and the Democratic Party believe that the Jewish people of the Middle East, in the form
of Israel, are not humane to the Palestinian-Arabs. What this means is that if the Democratic Party gains power
in the forthcoming US midterm elections they will turn against Israel in a harsh manner, because they are
already in the process of doing so. We can see this very clearly from the upcoming candidates that the
Democrats are fielding. Israeli decision-makers must recognize what is happening in American society and
politics and prepare strategically for the worst possible outcome. If the Democrats manage to overtake the
Republican majority in Congress as a result of the midterm elections, Washington could significantly reduce
its military and diplomatic involvement in the Middle East, perhaps even to the point that it ceases to function
as a superpower in the region and in the world â€” a situation that would benefit Russia and China. US
Diplomatic involvement must be emphasized, but Israel has the capacity to take care of its own military needs.
These are the people who, when they do not directly support antisemitic anti-Zionism, generally think that
Arab violence against the Jewish minority in the Middle East is, at least, understandable. Their problem is less
anti-Jewish ill-will â€” from what I can tell, at least â€” than it is historical ignorance of thirteen centuries of
Arab and Muslim imperial stomping on Jewish, Christian, and Zoroastrian faces. But even in the unlikely
event that the Democrats turn a cold shoulder to their anti-Zionists, it is increasingly evident that the Party is
no friend to the Jewish people. Several individuals from the leftist-socialist-progressive wing of the
Democratic Party are considering running for the presidency in They include Bernie Sanders, who won Both
these candidates have expressed anti-Israel positions. If they are elected, they can be expected to follow
through on those positions, not only in terms of US policy but also at the UN. I hope my peers have the moral
courage to call it such. No state or entity is absolved of mass shootings of protesters. There is no justification.
Palestinian people deserve basic human dignity, as anyone else. Progressive-left Democrats think of Israel as a
racist, colonialist, settler-state and have little sympathy for it if they even believe it should exist at all. The
moderate Democrats merely believe that the Jewish people must be leashed. What we need to do is stand up
for ourselves and insist upon the fact of Jewish indigeneity to the Land of Israel. At the end of the day, it is our
first and final home and if the Jewish people will not stand up for ourselves, nobody else will.
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The Jewish Democratic Council of America is committed to preserving bipartisan support for Israel in Congress because
we believe it is in both America's and Israel's national security interest.

Democrats and Jews Michael Lumish The Democratic Party is sabotaging its Jewish constituency and,
thereby, in some measure, punching itself in the face. The main reason that I refused to vote for Obama in his
second run for office was because I deeply resented his insistence that he had every right to tell Jews where we
may, or may not, be allowed to live on our own ancestral homeland. My intention is not to make a broad
argument for Donald Trump, nor is it to erect an argument for either the conservative movement or the
Republican Party. In fact, I am not mounting an argument at all. I am merely asking a question. Why is it that
of all the constituencies of the Democratic Party only the Jewish minority is thought to be morally obligated to
sacrifice the well-being of their own children in deference to that party and in deference to progressive-left
ideology? The answer to that question has two interrelated parts. The second is in the rise of "intersectionality
theory" within the universities and among the activists. Democratic socialists such as Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez and Linda Sarsour are increasingly coming into prominence. They also tend to favor
"intersectionality theory. Thus the oppressed must join together in opposition to the oppressors who persecute
them through "White Male Privilege" and cold, hard cash. They are presented as oppressed in a common
fashion grounded in "white" imperial racism and various forms of gender-hate. Furthermore, intersectionality
has created a loose hierarchy of oppression with Arab men, strangely enough, at the top. Arabs and Muslims
and "people of color" and Gay people and transgender people and Black people are near the summit of the
hierarchy. White women have actually dropped a few rungs in recent years, presumably due to their
unfortunate association with white men. The oppressors are generally understood to be white people, the
wealthy, and "Zionists. I like to say that we have hit the politically-correct trifecta! Those of you who are
American Jewish Democrats or "progressives" are essentially being told that you need to choose between the
Jewish people and the Democratic Party and the political ideology that drives it. The irony is that those doing
the yelling and screaming like to think of themselves as the ideological children of Martin Luther King, Jr.
And, furthermore, we are to do so based on a blatantly hypocritical political ideology that has given up its
fundamental liberal core as represented by Martin Luther King, Jr. So, why not vote Republican? At least it
may teach the Democrats not to take the Jews for granted. We have lots of ideas, but we need more resources
to be even more effective. Please donate today to help get the message out and to help defend Israel.
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In American Jews and Democrats, Part I and Part II, I highlighted how the Democrats have been operant-conditioned to
vote "D". I also discussed how the Democrats are increasingly reliant on anti-Semites and Jew-haters and how it is
utterly Jewicidal to continue to vote for people who openly hate us.

September 10, Alexander Markovsky just published an excellent piece at American Thinker: Trump,
Socialism, and the Jews. In it he describes the cultural leanings of Ashkenazi Eastern European Jews towards
Socialism and, like me, is baffled â€” but does offer an explanation: A vast majority of American Jews remain
unimpressed. They are not motivated by concerns for Israel; they are not motivated by the interests of the
United States and are eminently not practical about their own necessities. What they all passionately care
about is social justice. Social justice, in terms of helping the sick and the poor, is deeply embedded in Judaism;
for Jews, it is a case of irrational obsession. The difference between myself and Conservatives in general â€”
and the SJWs which includes the majority of American Jews, alas is that we believe in doing it voluntarily.
Legal plunder is when the law "takes from some persons that which belongs to them, to give to others what
does not belong to them. Charity is a good thing; using the coercive power of government to force people to
give, and then bragging about being virtuous, is not just the sin of theft but of vanity as well. What is really
remarkable is that over the last century, no social macrocosm has more consistently voted against its own
self-interest and survival. We may expose Jewish devotion to socialism and shame Jews for betraying their
own interests; however, conviction is stronger than reason. I also discussed how the Democrats are
increasingly reliant on anti-Semites and Jew-hatersâ€¦ and how it is utterly Jewicidal to continue to vote for
people who openly hate us. How does President Trump look from an Israeli point of view? Leaving aside
everything else, what effects have his policies had on Israel? The answer, to the chagrin of many of my
American friends, is this: When he cut funding for the Palestinian Authority when it refused to stop paying
terrorists, they saw that he would stop giving the Palestinians a free pass. I sincerely doubt it; so why do you
tolerate it here? Booker knows full well that the party of identity politics and ideological purity tests has little
tolerance for dissent. If he wants to make a presidential run in , then he needs the support of both left-wing
activist groups and the Democratic leadership. And a little more about Booker; he uses as a source for quotes
â€” by definition approvingly â€” a known anti-Semite who said: Anti-Semitism has become socially
acceptable among Democratsâ€¦ Booker is not alone. Gillum made his unreported anti-Israel remarks during
an interview with a far-left podcast host, Jamarlin Martin, posted on an obscure website. But he is also seen as
one to watch among Democrats. Democratic congressional candidate Ayanna Pressley appeared outside a
mosque that has played host to numerous radical figures during her primary campaign this year. Let me repeat
this for emphasis: Fake Jew Julia Salazar, another darling of the Left, responded with anti-Semitism upon
being exposed by Tablet links in the original, bolding added: But Salazar, a socialist candidate running for the
State Senate in New York, had lied about that , and nearly everything else. Despite growing up in a mansion ,
she claimed to have a working class background. Her mother and her brother between them tore up most of
her fake biography of a hardscrabble, immigrant life. And the response from Salazar and her supporters was to
accuse the Jewish community of racism. The Democratic Socialists of America backed their candidate and
repeated her anti-Jewish slurs. Jeremiah Wright, a man with a long track record of racist and anti-Semitic
statements, was a prefect sic fit for this latest Palestinian PR endeavor. He also criticized the president at the
time for not sending a U.
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